The new Kia

Step Up.
Step Out.

EXTERIOR DESIGN GT LINE
Seize the moment and feel the thrill, in the newly updated Picanto GT-Line. From
the moment you see its dynamic lines and bold front bumper with integrated
foglamps, to its stylish contoured radiator grille with LED DRL, rear bumper with
subtle exhaust tips and dynamic 16" alloy wheels – to the moment you step inside
and discover its luxurious interior – you know the GT-Line is all about real style
and true substance.
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Neat size.
Surprising space.

CONVENIENCE & COMFORT
The Kia Picanto may be cleverly compact, but it sure has a load a space. In fact, once inside,
the whole thing is surprisingly spacious, with plenty of head, shoulder and legroom – even in
the rear. Add to that some really slick extras like heated steering wheel and front seats
plus a ventilated driver seat, and everyone will want to pile in for the ride.
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CONVENIENCE AND COMFORT

Smart connections.
Clever Thinking.
Living in the moment means always being on. That’s why the Picanto is stacked with smart
ways to keep you in touch and connected 24/7 as well as endlessly entertained. What’s
more, you can stay fully informed with the innovative On-Board Services, which include Kia
Live services such as Live Traffic, Live Parking and Live Weather as well as Smartphone App
Services such as Remote Door Lock and Unlock. Who says you can’t have it all?

New 4.2 inch colour Supervision digital cluster
The vivid colour LCD screen displays a whole range of
essential vehicle status and trip data to keep you fully
informed.

Sun visor illumination lamps
It’s easy to stay stunning with the handy illumination
lamps. Simply pull down the sun visor and open the
mirror to activate. There are lights at each side of the
glass, as well as a striking U-shaped mood light around
the sides and bottom.

Automatic Transmission with Manual Mode (AMT)
AMT (automated manual transmission) is an exciting, new
and easy way to drive, and works just like any other automatc
transmission – except when you fancy some old school
“hands-on gear changing” fun you can switch to manual
mode. When you‘re in manual mode, there’s no clutch to
worry about, thanks to the simple shift mechanism. What’s
more, AMT comes with a creep function, allowing you to move
slowly by releasing the brake pedal, very useful in city traffic.
In its heart there is manual gearbox layout that is automated
by an electric clutch, which turns it to an automated gearbox
with important fuel efficiency improvements versus the previous automatic transmission.

ISG (Idle Stop & Go)
ISG technology comes as standard on all Picanto models
and is designed to reduce fuel consumption by shutting
down the engine when the vehicle is at a standstill.

7 Year Map Update
As part of our extensive quality promise,
all new Kia vehicles factory-fitted with
an LG navigation device are entitled to
6 free annual map updates at the service
point. This unique programme ensures your
navigation system is always up to date.

New 8-inch floating touch screen
navigation system
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The classy infotainment system, with the 8” high-definition
multimedia screen, keeps you fully and easily on track with
navigation, real time updates and more, using On-Board Services and App Services – UVO* app. (*Kia UVO Connect is only
available in certain countries.)
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More let’s do it. More why not.
CONVENIENCE & COMFORT
When you’re ready for anything, the
Picanto is your best ever friend. With its
roomy cabin, clever rear folding seats
offering a generous 255 litres of standard luggage capacity, plus a jaw-dropping
1,010 litres of luggage capacity when the
rear seats are folded down, you’re
all set for the everyday and any adventure you fancy.

255 ℓ

60:40 split-folding rear seats
Take whatever you need with the flexibility of rear seats that
split and fold 60:40 to accommodate people or cargo.

Double tray
Located below the temperature controls, the double
tray is a great spot to store your shades, remote
controls or audio devices.
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Uncompromising protection.
Complete Peace of mind.
SAFETY AND ASSISTANCE
The Kia Picanto is serious about keeping you protected. With advanced active
safety features and rigorous attention to detail, it’s designed and built to safeguard you and your passengers at all times, so that you can enjoy each and
every ride, safe in the knowledge that you are being looked after.

cargo capacity

Dual-level luggage board
The cargo area floorboard cleverly folds flush with the
folded seatbacks, giving you space below for tall objects.

Front cup holders
Dual cup holders at the front of the console keep your drinks
close at hand – and if you prefer a more flexible space, the cup
holders can be easily stowed-away at the touch of a button.

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
When at a standstill on an inline, HAC prevents you from
rolling backwards. It gently applies the brakes from
the time you lift your foot from the brake pedal, giving
you a moment to switch your foot smoothly to the
accelerator.

Electronic Stability Control (ESC)
ESC ensures optimal braking performance and directional
control. It automatically delivers the right amount of
braking force to each wheel, based on an evaluation of
engine torque and driving conditions.

Lane Following Assist (LFA)
LFA is an important leap towards semi-automated
driving. Using camera data, the vehicle is able to detect
roard markings and perform light-touch corrective
steering in order to keep your car in the centre of your
lane. Especially useful during highway driving!

Front/side/curtain/knee airbags
To help protect occupants and potentially reduce injuries
in the event of a collision, the new Picanto offers driver
and front passenger airbags, two front-side airbags, two
side-curtain airbags, and an optional driver’s knee airbag.
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Safety first. Safety All Ways.
The Kia Picanto sets the standard for an extensive range of inbuilt active safety features that
come as standard to ensure that you always stay safe, alert, informed and forewarned.
That means a whole host of assistance features for every aspect of your driving, from packed
city streets, to tight parking spaces from staying in lane to avoiding the hazards of collisions.
SAFETY & ASSISTANCE
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Reverse Parking Distance Warning (PDW)
Ideal for confident parking, PDW uses ultrasonic sensors mounted on the rear bumper to warn of any obstacles in front or
behind, when manoeuvring into a parking space.

Rear-View Camera with dynamic guidelines
As you reverse into a parking spot, the waterproof rear
camera will project an image onto the 8" floating display,
along with dynamic guidelines to help you into place.

Rear Cross Traffic Collision Avoidance Assist (RCCA) &
Rear Cross-Traffic Collision Warning (RCCW)
To help make reversing safer – especially when you’re reversing
out of a sparking space with limited visibility, RCCA reduces the
risk of an accident by using radar sensors to monitor the traffic
behind you. If a vehicle is approaching from the left or side, RCCA
will alert you with a warning symbol on the side mirrors, an
audible alert, an alert in the cluster or 8" centre display and apply
the brakes if appropriate.*

Blind-Spot Collision Warning (BCW) &
Blind-Spot Collision Avoidance Assist (BCA)
When you want to change lane, the BCW system
detects any vehicle(s) in your blind spot and warns
you with a warning symbol in your side mirror and an
audible alert. If your car is equipped with an AMT transmission and you start to change lane whilst a car is in
your blind spot, the Picanto’s BCA system may apply
the brakes to avoid a collision, together with displaying
warning signs on the mirrors and an audible alert.

RCCA requires cars equipped with AMT transmission. Cars with MT,
can be equipped with RCCW that is able to warn the driver but not
apply the brakes.

Driver Attention Warning (DAW)*
DAW detects if you’re losing concentration by monitoring your steering wheel and turn signal. For example, if
you’re showing signs of drowsiness, DAW encourages
you to take a break with an audible warning and by activating the coffee cup signal in the instrument cluster.
*In order to benefit from the DAW system, your vehicle
needs to be equipped with the optional LKA (Lane Keeping
Assist) system.

Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist (FCA)
Using radar data from your vehicle,
the FCA system analyses information
about preceding cars and pedestrians to
avoid a potential collision with them. If it
estimates a potential collision, a warning
signal appears on your instrument cluster
and maximum braking power is applied.
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Accessorize this. Stylise that.
Make your Picanto a real catwalk standout, with a range of trendy and eye-catching
styling accessories. From customizable options to express your true identity, to practical
ways to protect your car, we have the perfect accessory for every season.
ACCESSORIES

Body styling kit
Make sure your Picanto is as unique as you are. Now you can make an eye-catching style statement on the road. Add a host of striking design details and
colour accents to each side of your Picanto's exterior with this accessories kit, which includes side skirts, a tailgate trim line and door mirror caps. Available
in elegant silver, classic piano black and vibrant red. All these products are offered both as a kit and for individual purchase.
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LED footwell illumination
Give your cabin the red carpet treatment with this premium
touch that bathes the front footwell in exquisite ambient light
whenever the doors are unlocked, fading out when the engine
starts. Available in stylish red and classic white.

Entry guards
First impressions always count. These aluminium entry guards
give a flash of premium shine to welcome passengers to your
Picanto. They are a custom fit and feature the Picanto logo.

All-weather mats, with colour accent
Whatever adventure you’ve been on, don’t worry about wet,
muddy or sandy shoes when you get back in the car. These
durable and easy-to-clean floor mats protect the whole of
your cabin floor. With a customized shape, Picanto logo in two
different colours, and fixing points to hold them firmly in place.

Trunk liner
However wet, muddy or grimy things get, this custom-made
liner will protect your trunk area. It is durable, anti-slip and
waterproof with raised edges. The textured anti-slip surface
helps prevent loads moving around. Branded with Picanto logo.
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Custom Look. Perfect Fit.
When it comes to extras, the Picanto knows its stuff with a wide range of must-haves to
customize your new car. After all, it’s not who you know, it’s what you show.
FEATURES
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Smart key with Button Start
The Smart Key remote lets you unlock or lock
the doors without a key, and allows you to
start the car simply by pushing a button.

MDPS with tilt steering wheel
USB port
Motor-Driven Power Steering simplifies turning,
Connect audio players and mobile devices via USB.
while a tilt steering column helps you get in and out.

Auto light control
Set the stalk ring to Auto and the front and rear
lights will turn on or off depending on lighting
conditions.

Sunroof
Enjoy the breeze with a sunroof that opens and closes smoothly with
a simple press of a power button.

Audio system
The optional five-speaker, compact 3.0 audio system with RDS and DAB
includes a flat, mono TFT-LCD screen. In addition to radio, it offers
connectivity with portable devices through USB port.

Segmented cluster LCD
Keep vital information front and centre with
the segmented cluster, located between the
instrument dials.

Auto Temperature Control
Enjoy one-touch comfort with Auto Temperature Control. Just set your preferred temperature, and the automatic system will monitor and maintain it
until you change or cancel the setting.

TPMS (Tyre Pressure Monitoring System)
TPMS alerts you when a tyre needs pressure adjustment, by displaying
the information on the cluster screen.

Body-colour outside mirrors
Get a more luxurious look with body-coloured outside mirrors.
Available heated, folding, and with side-marker repeaters.

Alloy pedals
Racing-inspired alloy pedals add to the fun of
driving. Raised rubber grips help ensure confident
footwork.

Android Auto/ Apple CarPlay
Bring the best of your smartphone devices in the car while driving.
Every Picanto with 8" display supports Android Auto and Apple CarPlay.
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Sit back. In style.

Finishing Touches.
Forever yours.

Take your seats for true comfort that’s endlessly chic to the eye and beautiful to
the touch. From stunning cloth to stylish artificial leather, to a bold sports package, you’re bound to find the perfect seating to suit you and your passengers for
years to come.
SPECIFICATION AND COLOURS
INTERIOR GRADES

It’s always those finishing touches that make such a difference. That’s why the Picanto offers a
delectable variety of colours to choose from, along with stunning headlamp and rear-lamp design
options as well as suave door handle trims, and the very best in standout wheel designs.

Projection headlamps with DRL

LED-type rear combination lamps

Projection fog lamps

Chrome outside handles

Black high-glossy Package
Saturn black Interior +
Artificial Leather

Sports package - red
Saturn black interior +
Artificial leather
16
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SPECIFICATION AND COLOURS

GT LINE

GT Line Dimensions
Unit (mm)

GT Line with
silver accent
colour

1,085

Legroom (rear)
Headroom (front)

820
1,005

Headroom (rear)

Alice Blue (ABB)
+ silver accent

Pop Orange (G7A)
+ silver accent

Shiny Red (A2R)
+ silver accent

Lime Light (L2E)
+ silver accent

Milky Beige (M9Y)
+ silver/black accent

Honey Bee (B2Y)
+ silver accent

1,485

Legroom (front)

960

Shoulder room (front)

1,300

Shoulder room (rear)

1,280

Min. ground clearance

141

Luggage (VDA)

255

Engines

1,394 (16”)
1,595

1,403 (16”)

X-LINE

GT Line with
red acccent
colour

Transmission

Automatic

Driveline

FWD

Fuel type

Gasoline

Engine type

inline 4 cylinders

Displacement (cc)

1,197

Max. power (PS/rpm)

Clear White (UD)
+ red accent

Sparkling Silver (KCS)
+ red accent

Wheels

15" alloy wheel

16" alloy wheel
(Not available for GL trim)

Astro Grey (MG7)
+ red accent

Aurora Black Pearl (ABP)
+ red accent

Max torque (Nm/rpm)

84/6,000

1,394 (16”)
118/4,200
1,625

1,500

1.2 DPI

675

2,400
3,595

520

7-year vehicle warranty
Every Kia benefits from a 7-year/150,000 km new car warranty
(up to 3 years unlimited; from 4 years 150,000 km). This
bumper-to-bumper warranty is free and transferable to
subsequent owners, provided the car is regularly maintained in
accordance with the servicing schedule.
5-year paint warranty & 12-year anti-perforation warranty
High-quality body paint ensures long-lasting protection and shine
for your
new Kia. It also comes
corrosion protection
1,403 (16”)
710 with superior
2,400
560
3,670
and a 12-year warranty against rust from the
inside out.

AT
Top speed (kph)

172

Variant

5P

CO2 Combined (urban) (g/km)

126

CO2 Combined (extra-urban) (g/km)

95

CO2 Combined (combined) (g/km)

106

Fuel consumption (urban) (l/100 km)

5,6

Fuel consumption (extra-urban) (l/100 km)

4,2

Fuel consumption (combined) (l/100 km)

4,7

Kurb weight (kg) (max.)

1,019

Gross vehicle weight (kg)

1,415

YEAR WARRANTY

QUALITY REDEFINED

The Kia 7-year warranty
Max. 150,000 km vehicle warranty. Valid in all
EU member states (plus Norway, Switzerland,
Iceland and Gibraltar). Deviations according to
the valid guarantee conditions, e.g. for paint and
equipment, subject to local terms and conditions.

Max. 150,000 km vehicle warranty. Valid in all EU member states (plus Norway, Switzerland, Iceland and Gibraltar). Deviations according to the valid guarantee conditions, e.g.
for paint and equipment, subject to local terms and conditions. The specified consumption and emission values were determined according to the legally prescribed measurement
procedures (EU) 2017/1153. The above values have been tested in the new WLTP (Worldwide Harmonized Light vehicle Test Procedure) test cycle and converted back to NEDC
(New European Driving Cycle) in addition measured according to the RDE (Real Driving Emissions) method.
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YEAR WARRANTY

QUALITY REDEFINED

The Kia 7-year warranty
Max. 150,000 km vehicle warranty. Valid in all
EU member states (plus Norway, Switzerland,
Iceland and Gibraltar). Deviations according to
the valid guarantee conditions, e.g. for paint and
equipment, subject to local terms and conditions.

Kia Motors Europe GmbH
Theodor-Heuss-Allee 11
60486 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
09/2020

All information, illustrations and specifications are correct at the time of printing and
are subject to change without notification. The models and specifications shown in
this brochure may vary from the models available in your market. Due to the limits
of the printing process, the car body colours shown may differ slightly from actual
colours. Please contact your local Kia dealer for the most recent information.

www.kia.ee
www.kia.lv
www.kia.lt

